1S & 5/6O Recognising each other for Reconciliation

Students wrote, illustrated, discussed and shared many reasons why they were grateful for students in their own class. Here is a selection of their work and illustrations.

I like Emily because she makes me laugh. Aaron 1S

I would like to give recognition to Ben in my class for being a good friend. He has amazing talents in maths and reading. Ben also helps me with things that I need help at like maths and reading. Eddie 5/6O

I like Shonelle because she is nice to read with. Violet 1S

I would like to recognise Marie for lending me some of her things and for helping me when I get stuck on some work. I recognise Marie for being a learner. She is a learner when she does stuff without being asked like reading when she has finished her work and packing up after someone who has used equipment. When Marie plays football, she doesn’t care what people say about her and she does what she wants to do. Leresa 5/6O
I like Aaron because he makes me smile with his funny voice.

Emily 1S

I recognise Tristan Stevens from 5/6O because he always lets me play sports like football and soccer. He is also a best friend to everyone especially me. Tristan is fair and square to everyone, even when something bad happens at school. He is very good at board games and best of all he never cheats. So that is why I recognise Tristan. Ben 5/6O

I like Khia because she is kind.

Mya 1S

I would like to recognise Nickhel because he is always lots of fun and kind. He lets me listen to his music, likes dancing like I do and most importantly he loves Michael Jackson. Nickhel is a good friend who helps me with my work sometimes and likes the same computer and video games as me. Steve 5/6O
I value Andrew because he is a good friend who plays with me.

Mrkus 1S

Leon would like to recognise Violet for being a good learner in 1S and making good choices in the playground. Leon 1S

I would like to recognise Jasmine. I recognise Jasmine because Jasmine helps me a lot with my school work and a lot of other stuff. She is a good friend to me. We play lots of different games safely together. Jasmine, Lauren and I are all in a play for drama, we all like it and it’s cool and funny. Jasmine also helps me with SuperClubsPlus all the time, I like that she helps me, it’s awesome!!!

Mia 5/6O

I would like to recognise Nickhel for helping me with maths and also other work like literacy. He helps me when I’m sick or sad and when I get hurt. Once I got kicked in the face when we were playing oz-tag for sports on a Friday and Nickhel took me to the office and sat with me to keep me company. He is a good friend and an excellent student and I am glad he is in my class with me this year. Nickhel is my friend 😊 Jeremia 5/6 O